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What is a NES Health Scan
Assessing The Body eld Essentially we run 440
di erent matching tests upon your Human BodyField (HBF). But rst, what really is a Human BodyField. By the human body- eld, we are referring to
all of the QED elds that are related to every
particle that makes up your body. But what does
that really mean? To understand this we need to
break it all the way down to the level of physics.
We all know of that awesome experiment that
really shook the fabric of our understanding of the
universe, called the Double Slit Experiment. This
experiment showed us that the world is much
more than just particles, as we once thought. It
showed us that it behaved as not truly a particle
but is really a wave or what is commonly referred
to as a “ eld.” Something that was rst known as
particle-wave duality.
This new understanding tells us that each particle
is actually a wave or what we now call a QED
(Quantum ElectroDynamic) Field. This eld of
research is now known as QED Field Theory, a
portion of quantum mechanics which is our best
understanding of reality to this point.
These QED elds have such an important role in
how the particle behaves here on the 3rd
dimension that Einstein had a very elegant quote
about them. He said: ‘The eld is the sole
governing agency of the particle’

So when we are talking about the Human BodyField, we are referring to the totality of all of the
di erent QED elds related to each and every
particle that makes up your body. We also
understand the HBF to be the sole governing
agency of the body. Basically, it’s a quantum
operating system coordinating both energy and
the information that drives it.
What Really Happens When you Run a NES Scan?
by Todd Erb, Nes Health’s In-House Practitioner &
Trainer TM
This QED body- eld is what the BWS scanner is
assessing. It does this by generating a eld that
represents the optimal blueprint of the body- eld
that our co-founder Peter Fraser decoded over 35
years of research. This eld interacts with your
body- eld as your hand is placed on the scanner.
We then measure to see whether or not your
body- eld is in resonance with our optimal
blueprint. Anywhere we identify that your eld is
not in resonance with our optimal blueprint is
known as an energetic blockage or distortion. The
same types of energetic blockages that an
acupuncturist would identify and work on with
needles or other forms of energetic treatments.
But here at NES, we take a more novel approach to
unblocking these distortions. We do this on the
level of physics, unlike many other approaches
that
recommend
biochemical
support
(supplementation) or physical modalities to correct
these distortions.
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We do this in two ways: miHealth The rst is a
revolutionary biofeedback device known as the
miHealth. This device incorporates the technology
of PEMF/TENs/SCENAR and utilizes resonant
frequencies and modulated by our corrective
information. The same information you may have
been found to not be in resonance with. Therefore
we want to introduce a stable form of that
information to bring your
eld back into
resonance.

The unit is usually connected to the skin using two
or more electrodes. A typical battery- operated
TENs unit is able to modulate pulse width,
frequency, and intensity. However you don’t need
to worry about that with our device because we
have tailored the signal to model after the natural
impulses of the nervous system.

PEMF
stands
for
Pulsed
Electromagnetic
Frequency - PEMF therapy utilizes bursts of lowlevel electromagnetic radiation to heal damaged
tissues and bone, to relieve injury-related pain,
and even to stimulate organs.
These pulses, at low frequencies, pass through the
skin and penetrate deep into muscles, bones,
tendons, and even organs to activate the cell’s
energy pathways, provide electrons to the system,
and provide information needed for the natural
repair mechanisms. PEMF is catching on as a noninvasive way to approach injuries, chronic pain,
and even conditions like depression and diabetes.
TENS stands for Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve
Stimulation - TENS is the use of electrical current
produced by a device to stimulate the nerves for
therapeutic purposes.
TENS, by de nition, covers the complete range of
transcutaneously-applied currents used for nerve
excitation, although the term is often used with a
more restrictive intent, namely to describe the
kind of pulses produced by portable stimulators to
treat pain.

SCENAR is an acronym for Self-Controlled EnergoNeuro Adaptive Regulator SC – SELF-CONTROLLED
The SCENAR-type device establishes a biofeedback
connection with the body when in use, constantly
changing and adapting the properties of the
applied electric impulses, in response to the
reactions it measures from the body.
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EN – ENERGO-NEURO The e ect of SCENAR is
based on electric impulses of a speci c shape;
these shapes are patterned after the natural
impulses of the human body.
AR – ADAPTIVE REGULATOR The SCENAR device not
only provides direct therapeutic e ects but also
activates the natural defenses of the body. By
adjusting the voltage potentials of the cells so they
have the energy for their own innate healing
capabilities.
Standing on the shoulders of these three base
technologies, we are able to transmit corrective
information over their already powerful &
therapeutic frequencies. This is done using the
same technology that your favorite radio station
uses to send all of that data from the station to
your car so the radio can turn it all back into the
wonderful music we hear. It also carries the
information for the text that displays and tells us
what is playing in the given moment. This is
known as Frequency Modulation (FM) and is
applied in most areas of our modern life. (AM
radio stands for Amplitude Modulation.) Basically
they turn the music and text into a binary
representation of it that is just pure information.
This is a set of 1s and 0s that our computer
technology understands.

When you are broadcasting a signal you have a
certain number of pulses per second, this is
known as Hertz. Therefore if the radio station is
broadcasting on 98.6Mhz, there are 98.6 million
pulses per second that the radio in your car is
tuned into. If you then align all the 1s and 0s of
the data you are trying to transmit with the signal
pulses and remove the pulses that align with a 1
instead of a 0 then the car radio and determine
98.6 million 1s and 0s per second. Which provides
a rich enough amount of data for the song and the
text to be interpreted by the radio and turned
back into the wonderful music we here and show
us what song is playing. But this technology
doesn’t stop with FM radio, it is used in everything
from the wi to the cellphones we all use on a
regular basis. Only now we have tailored these
frequencies and information for health.
So when the NES scan identi es you are out of
resonance with a certain set of information, we
can feed back that corrective information to the
body- eld with the miHealth device via frequency
modulation of the electrical signal. This is done
over very speci c corrective frequencies which are
resonant frequencies to the tissues its focused on,
providing both resonant energy and the optimal
blueprint(information).
This
e ectively
revolutionizes the three base technologies into a
powerful corrector of the energetic distortions
within one’s Human Body-Field.
Structured Water
The second is the main way in which we provide
that corrective information, and that is by
imprinting that information onto the structure of
water itself. But before we talk about Infoceuticals,
let’s dive into a phenomenon that occurs inside of
each and every one of us.
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This is the build-up of what is now known as
Exclusion Zone water inside the cells. But what
does that really mean?
Dr. Gerald Pollack, out of the University of
Washington, has been a shining light for the eld
of Structured/EZ Water. He has demonstrated that
the water inside of our cells is much di erent than
that of water inside of the glass. He calls this
phenomenon Exclusion Zone water.
As we all know, the body is mostly made up of
water. They say roughly 60%, however, that is
referring to volume. Dr. Pollack has shown that
when you count the body molecule by molecule
we are actually upwards of 99% water. As you can
imagine, this water and how it behaves inside the
body is crucial for optimal health and wellbeing.
This water actually needs to be coherent and
structured. This structure needs to be far from a
state of chaotic molecules, what we now call “bulk
water”/or the water in the glass, to serve one of its
most important uses. This highly structured state
is more like a liquid, crystalline, gel-like matrix that
acts as a water battery for the body. This battery
like quality actually helps to power and charge the
overall body- eld itself.

So
how
does
this
water
become
ordered/structured in nature and take on such
profound attributes? It’s a process that is catalyzed
by the energy of the giant sphere of energy, that
greets us every day, we call the sun. This energy
from the sun’s light passes into our bodies and
causes negatively charged water molecules to
build up around the hydrophilic surfaces inside of
our cells. Hydrophilic surfaces are surfaces in
which water will grab onto and bead up versus
disperse across the surface as it would on a
hydrophobic surface. Most surfaces inside of the
body are hydrophilic in nature, from protein
surfaces to mitochondrial membranes. Therefore
when light enters into the cells, it provides the
energy needed to build up this layer of negatively
charged water molecules.
This layer of the negatively charged water
molecules is what we now refer to as the
“Exclusion Zone.” This build-up of negative charge
ends up creating a magnetic exclusion e ect
where not only the positively charged molecules
but particulate matter within the water gets
pushed out of the Exclusion Zone. Recent
researchers theorize that a healthy build of up
exclusion zone water may help to detox the cells
and keep them clean to begin with, as the
particulate matter gets repelled away from these
zones. But this very important phenomenon is not
the main reason why this exclusion zone water is
so important.
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The main reason why this structured water is so
important is that it acts as a liquid crystalline gellike battery that helps to power and charges the
human body itself. This is because of the
separation of the negative and positive charges
that we just discussed. Anytime you have a
separation of charge you end up with a batterylike e ect. Therefore as these layers of negative
charge build up the more separation from occurs
between the positive and the larger your internal
water battery grows. Of course the larger your
battery and the more energy you will have for life!
But remember, as with everything in life, you
require balance. Too much energy can be
detrimental as well in the right context.
Basically, you need a healthy but balanced amount
of structured water inside of your cells to have
Energy4Life! But you may be asking, what charges
this water battery?
Dr. Pollack explains: “In your cells are multiple
batteries with plus and minus charges,
separated... [T] he question is, how are these
batteries charged? The charge comes from
incident radiant energy; light, heat, ultraviolet. All
of these absorbed energies separate the charge.
The energy that’s coming in from outside builds
this charge separation and order. This potential
energy lls your cells. I think this energy is critical
to an understanding of how your cells work.”

Now that is interesting! Especially within the
context of energy medicine. Essentially what Dr.
Pollack has shown is that ambient photon
energy(electromagnetic) in the environment has
the ability to charge these water batteries inside
of our cells. The rst time I discovered this work,
my mind, of course, went directly to the concepts
of Chi, Prana, and the many other words used
throughout history to describe the abundant
energy that is all around us and our ability to
harness that energy for our healing journey.
Another concept may be that Chi is really an
information eld that allows energy to ow more
easily. But that’s a conversation for another time.
You may have noticed the word “Order” was
bolded and underlined in Dr. Pollack’s quote. This
is because is very crucial detail is key to
understanding how water, or more especially
structured water, has the ability to hold
information. This is the key to the success of not
only Infoceuticals but also the foundation in which
homeopathy worked. Homeopathy began after
scientists realized that they could take a
biologically active substance, put it into the water,
dilute it to the point where virtually none of the
substances is left, and yet it still results in the
same biological reaction in the body as the nondiluted.
This is because when the water has structure or
“order” it has the ability to hold information. As we
say here at NES, “information opposes entropy,”
which means the more information you have, the
less chaos there will be. The build-up of those
exclusion zone layers takes the water from a state
of entropy/chaos to an ordered/ structured state.
Anytime you have order, you have the ability to
hold information.
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One theory is that this happens through
arrangement of the oxidation states of oxygen
within the structure in a manner that conveys the
information, something like the 1s and 0s of
computer programming but with much more
capacity to store this information. Whether this is
the mechanism, though, countless researchers
have demonstrated this ability of water to store
and play back this information.
When you have structured water and add a
biologically active substance to it, you imprint the
structure of the water with the energetic signature
or information of the substance into the water.
Then you can dilute the water to the point that
none of the original physical substance remains,
but the water still retains the energetic
information of the substance.
This information is then picked up by someone’s
Human
Body-Field
when
they
ingest
a
homeopathic dilution and the eld responds as if
the physical substance is there – after all, the eld
doesn’t recognize the substance by its material,
but by its energy signature. Since homeopathy
introduces substances that can create symptoms,
this is designed to get the eld to provide a
healing response, which in turn can help the
person from whatever they’re trying to heal from.
Infoceuticals With NES Infoceuticals, we have
brought this idea to the 21st century.

I just described the imprinting of the homeopathic
dilution. Basically, you have a negative input
coming into the body that the body’s response has
not been adequate enough to rectify. Then you
want to trick the body into thinking there is a new
exposure so it mounts another response without
creating any more damage in the process. This is
what is known as a hormetic stressor and is
actually the mechanism by which most health
bene ts are achieved.
A negative input, hoping for a positive result ...
At NES, we have turned this concept on its head.
We are imprinting CORRECTIVE information onto
the structure of water instead of a set of negative
information. Therefore instead of negative input,
hoping the body responds in the manner that you
would like, we provide the corrective information
necessary to respond the way the body- eld
needs. Therefore bypassing the need to cause any
more stress to the system, real or perceived, and
restoring the coherent information needed to
unblock the energetic pathways and restore
proper function of the eld.
We do this by using structured water as a storage
medium for information in a similar way to the
magnetic tap inside of a cassette tape. Given
structured water’s charge it make it the perfect
carrier for eld information.
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It begins with spring water that we then deionize,
or what is known as deeply demineralized.
Therefore, it’s an ultra-puri ed form of water that
we begin with. We then add in some minerals
from pink sea salt, potassium, and magnesium to
aid in the structuring as EZ layers of water build
around the hydrophilic surface of the minerals.
We then ozonate the water which cleans,
oxygenates, and structures the water(bubbles
structure water). We then put it through a series
of lters and bottle it. The end result is a solution
that mimics the internal mineral balance of our
blood. The infoceuticals are now ready for the
imprinting process where we add information
onto the structure.
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The way I like to conceptualize this is by thinking
of the water molecules like numbers. If I have a
bag of numbers that are just jumbled up in the
bag, they are not much good for conveying any
information or meaning. But if I take those
numbers and put them up on a wall, then I have
structure and the ability to hold information. But
just because we take all of the numbers out of the
bag and put them up on the wall doesn’t mean
they are in the right order to represent the speci c
information we want. So we need to arrange those
numbers according to whether Infoceutical we are
imprinting. From a physics perspective this is a
coherence e ect and is stored within the eld of
the charged structured water.
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We then begin our imprinting process. The bottle
is placed into the imprinter where it is exposed to
a variety of energetic elds. The rst is a powerful
10,000-volt(10kv) electrostatic eld. This powerful
eld is required for the imprinting process. Just
like the scan, a magnetic eld is required for its
success. There are also a variety of red, green,
infrared and UV biophotonic lasers, as well as
tesla coils, all of which are modulated by
mathematical codes of corrective information. By
introducing this information via multiple sources
into the eld of the structured water while under
this powerful 10kv electrostatic eld it is now
imprinted. Then the bottles of newly imprinted
Infoceuticals exit the other end of the imprinter
and that information is sealed onto that structure
when the 10kv electrostatic eld is removed. This
is because you would need to subject that water to
another eld of equal or greater strength to open
back up the structure to be manipulated. This
makes Infoceuticals very stable, especially in
comparison to what we like to call the “light
imprints” such as dilutions(which rely solely on the
Earth’s weak magnetic eld) or other less powerful
types of electronic imprinting. This results in very
stable, highly energized, structured, imprinted
liquid
remedies
that
provide
corrective
information to one’s body- eld.

The Protocol The system prioritizes your energetic
blockages and recommends the top 5 for your
infoceuticals as well as your top priority points for
use with the miHealth. Our average dose is 15
drops per infoceutical. You can consume them
directly or place them into a glass of water and
drink that, whatever works best for you. The
moment you come in contact with that information
it is e ectively transmitted to your Human BodyField, e ectively rejuvenating the energetic
blockages.
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